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ABSTRACT

Research that purports to validate simulations should itself be valid. A current stream of research puts forth as game validation criteria “laws” drawn from the Profit Impact of Marketing Strategies (PIMS) project. One PIMS-based “law” is that profit is a function of market share. The present study invalidates that PIMS profit=\(f(\text{market share})\) criterion based on the PIMS project itself, published conceptual logical reservations against that relationship, published empirical studies against that relationship, and the invalidity in several vital respects of the methodology applying that relationship.

INTRODUCTION

That business simulation games be valid is *sine qua non*. Conceptually, Feinstein & Cannon (2002), Peters, Vissers, & Heijne (1998), and Stanislaw (1986) have presented general frameworks for simulation validation. Within those frameworks, many empirical studies have evaluated simulation games *per se* and the experience of participants in game competitions.

Research that purports to validate simulations should itself be valid. An unfortunate—in that it is itself invalid—current stream of research has recently been perpetuated in Faria and Wellington (F&W, 2005), that article being a collection of three papers previously published in Association for Business Simulation and Experiential Learning (ABSEL) Proceedings. The stream of research puts forth as game validation criteria “laws” drawn from the Profit Impact of Market Strategy (PIMS) project. (The term “law” is used incautiously by Schoeffler [1977, p. 109; 1983, pp. 23-1, 23-4], as well as by Green and Faria [1995, p. 32] and F&W [2005, p. 262].) One PIMS-based “law” is that profit is a function of market share (F&W 2004). The case made here for invalidating the PIMS profit=\(f(\text{market share})\) “validation” criterion derives from the PIMS project itself, published conceptual logical reservations against that relationship, published empirical studies against that relationship, and the invalidity in several vital respects of F&W’s (2004) methodology.

INVALID PRECURSOR STUDY

F&W (2004) cite a paper by Green and Faria (1995) that “...examined the results from a simulation competition with regard to another PIMS finding...strategies that are successful in one marketplace/economic environment will continue to be successful in a similar environment even if the firm’s competitors are changed.” (p. 333) Green and Faria’s (1995) “...results strongly supported the view [within the simulated competition utilized] that a fundamentally sound strategy remains a fundamentally sound strategy in a similar environment even if competitors are changes as suggested by the PIMS findings.” (F&W 2004, p. 333)

On the face of it, the notion that the effectiveness of a marketing strategy is unaffected by competing strategies seems nonsensical. On abundant and diverse substantive bases, the notion is nonsensical. Twice stated by Green and Faria (1995) is the specific PIMS finding that, “The laws of the marketplace determine about 80 percent of the variance in business performance” (p. 32) and “PIMS findings have suggested that 80 percent of the variance in a company’s performance can be explained by its environment” (p. 34). And, “...the laws of the marketplace determine about 80% of the variance in business performance...” (F&W 2005, p. 262) The very origin of the oft-cited “80 percent” directly and explicitly contradicts, i.e., invalidates, this claimed premise. To wit: “The basic ideas underlying both The PIMS Program and the strategic planning models at the General Electric Company from which PIMS evolved were originally developed by Sidney Schoeffler.” (Buzzell and Gale 1987, p. xii) Here is a more complete quote of Schoeffler:

“When we try to understand the variance between [very profitable and very unprofitable businesses], the laws of the marketplace account for up to 80 percent of that variance. This means that the characteristics of the served market, of the business itself, and of its competitors constitute about 80 percent of the reasons for success or failure...” (Schoeffler 1983, p. 23-4, italics added).

Schoeffler’s “marketplace” does not exclude competitors, as interpreted by G&F; the PIMS marketplace expressly includes competitors in explaining the profitability of a business. On this basis and additional bases of:

- at least 36 published empirical PIMS-based studies,
- marketing theory,
- market response models,
- published empirical studies not based on PIMS,
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- published operationalizations of marketing strategy variables (including a majority of PIMS definitions), and
- surveys of managerial practice,

all incorporating competitor effects in explaining the effectiveness of marketing strategy, Green and Faria (1995) has been shown to be invalid (Dickinson 2003), an invalidation presumably known to F&W prior to the publication of F&W (2005).

QUESTIONABLE VALIDITY OF PIMS, SPECIFICALLY MARKET SHARE

The PIMS project has not been without its critics, both overall and with respect to the profit=f(market share) relationship specifically. Wensley (1982, p. 149) cites his working paper with Rumelt (1980) as indicating:

“...there are very significant methodological problems associated with ascribing significance to individual variable coefficients in complex regression models such as the PAR model with accounting identify relationships, potential specification errors and, probably, measurement errors. In general, it would seem very risky to assume that the reliability of the statistical results could support any general optimizing approach without much further rigorous analysis.”

Anderson and Paine (1978) raise 16 “observations” (i.e., criticisms) of PIMS. Their “contingency factors” observation is that, “Conclusions derived from the PIMS analysis may be misleading due to omission of certain contingency factors including inconsistencies across industries and neglect of relevant ranges for variables.” (1978, p. 609) With regard to this criticism, they cite four published sources (including Bloom and Kotler 1975) in stating, “The PIMS conclusions with regard to market share have been criticized most heavily because of their neglect of contingencies.” (1978, p. 609, italics added)

Bloom and Kotler (1975) articulate what is essentially a diminishing marginal return from increasing market share. They argue that market share can increase beyond the point of maximum return on investment: “...we feel that an organization’s goal should not be to maximize market share, but rather to attain optimal market share...a company that has exceeded [its optimal market share] should seek to reduce its current share.” (p. 65) The simple validation criterion proposed by F&W does not recognize the potential suboptimality of ever-increasing market share.

Woo (1984) contrasted 41 low-performing (pretax ROIs of less than 10%) market-share leaders with 71 high-performing (pretax return exceeding 40%) market-share leaders. She concluded, “Obviously, market-share leadership is far from a sure indicator of superior performance; market share has not given this group of businesses attractive returns.” (p. 53)

Most damningly, Jacobson and Aaker (1985) conducted an extensive investigation of the ROI–market share relationship using PIMS data. “The estimate of the market share effect [on return on investment] is 21 standard deviations less than the commonly cited estimate...” (p. 20, bold added) “The results of this study point to the conclusion that the direct impact of market share on ROI is substantially less than commonly assumed and, in fact, relatively minor.” (p. 21)

THE ILLOGIC OF PROFIT=f(MARKET SHARE) IN MARKETING GAMES

Profit is not inherently related to market share. Very high sales, i.e., market share, may be obtained at very low profit or even very great loss. Is there logic, then, to explain a possible profit=f(market share) relationship? Echoing earlier explanations of why market share may be profitable (Buzzell and Gale 1987, Chapter 5; Buzzell, Gale, and Sultan 1975, p. 98), Jacobson and Aaker (1985) summarize, “Two causal explanations [that] are usually offered for the observed link between market share and profitability.” (p. 11)

“First is the related effects of the experience curve and economies of scale.” (p. 11)

“A second causal explanation is that large market share can create market power over and above the cost advantage achieved by experience/scale effects. Large share firms may be able to extract favorable concessions from channel members because of their size and importance in the market.” (p. 12)

In addition to the above two types of causes, the several authors identify a third explanation: management quality. Management quality is an explanation not of a causal relationship between profit and market share, but an explanation of that relationship being spurious, with both ROI and market share being dependent on management quality.

A given marketing game may not incorporate effects of the experience curve or economies of scale or provide for the exercising of market power, thus rendering any profit=f(market share) spurious, not logical. There would be no rationale for validating the game against what is a spurious relationship.

SHOULD CAUSAL LOGIC BE BUILT INTO GAMES?

Given the logic summarized by Jacobson and Aaker (1985), should experience, scale economies, and market power be built into marketing games? Not necessarily. The purpose of marketing games is not to exactly and
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completely emulate the real world. (This is a matter of varying degree across the entire genre of simulations.) The degree of complexity of a marketing game’s design primarily depends on the game’s intended purpose. For introductory educational purposes, relatively simple games are designed. For strategic marketing management, more complex games are designed.

As to the real world, it is not the case that somehow experience and scale effects are ever-present there. “Although experience and scale effects have been observed literally thousands of times, they are neither universal nor automatic.” (Jacobson and Aaker, 1985, p. 11, citing Aaker 1984, Chapter 10)

PROFIT=f(MARKET SHARE) IS A CONTINGENCY

F&W put forth the profit=f(market share) relationship in a single guise. As addressed below, they go so far as to stipulate a bivariate correlation value of 0.50 as an indirectly (and invalidly) PIMS-derived benchmark for the strength of the relationship. F&W do not recognize that if the relationship exists in PIMS and the real world at all that it may exist in different forms and strengths. This universality is patently invalid and is expressly denied by three founders of PIMS:

“That when one examines the impact of the various explanatory variables on ROI, it quickly becomes apparent that the impact differs from group to group.” (Schoeffler 1978, p. 113)

“The importance of share [in determining profitability] does vary considerably from one type of industry or market situation to another.” (Buzzell and Gale 1987, p. 96)

EMPIRICAL DEMONSTRATIONS OF CONTINGENCY

In several studies it has been empirically demonstrated that any profit=f(market share) relationship is a contingency; the relationship interacts with a great number of additional factors:

“Market share interacts with the R & D level of the business.” (Schoeffler 1977, p. 116)

“...this impact is far stronger for industrial products than it is for consumer products.” (Schoeffler 1978, p. 113) (Firms in the two games analyzed in F&W market consumer products.)

“We have already seen it is more important in stable markets than in unstable markets.” (Buzzell and Gale 1987, p. 96)

“So, we conclude that market share is more important in high-tech industries.” (Buzzell and Gale 1987, p. 97)

“Market leadership has a greater payoff in industries that are not very investment intensive.” (Buzzell and Gale 1987, p. 97)

Anderson and Zeithaml (1984) found market share to contribute more to (i.e., to explain greater variance in) ROI in the maturity stage than in the growth stage of the product life cycle and to not be significantly related in the decline stage. Appendix B of Buzzell and Gale (1987) presents numerous estimated regression models specifying just such contingencies.

WITHIN GAME VARIABILITY

Four competitions of the MME were mentioned earlier. In the MME companies may compete in any or all of four product-market segments, a large majority of participants usually competing in all four segments. Consider one of the four segments in one of the four competitions. For a given competition, a profit=f(market share) correlation may be calculated for each of the participating companies, the correlation being taken across the nine periods of competition. Suppose this yields 47 correlations, i.e., one for each company. The potential range of the correlations is -1.0 to +1.0 or 2. For one of the segment-competitions the actual range was 1.943. In fact, across all of the 16 segment-competitions the smallest range was 1.26. Against the PIMS validation criterion, the assessed validity of the game would very much depend on which segments x companies x competitions were analyzed.

SALES IN GAMES MAY NOT BE COMPARABLE TO SALES IN PIMS

In one manner or another, the operationalization of market share is a function of sales. Sales is usually measured in currency, e.g., dollars, or in units sold. The number of units sold (and therefore the amount of dollar sales), however, may not be equal to demand. In marketing games where the decision mix includes inventory management, this inequality of sales and demand may be due to stockouts. Inventory is managed in many real-world companies, too, of course. However, there is no reason to believe that the frequency of stockouts and the extent of unsatisfied demand are comparable between a given simulation game and the multitude of firms involved with PIMS and seemingly no feasible way to assess that comparability.

Stockouts are a material factor. Consider four competitions of The Marketing Management Experience (Dickinson 2002), all conducted in graduate-level introductory marketing classes. Across the competitions between 20.9 and 27.3 percent of approximately 6,000
inventories stocked out. Likely game managers are not equally adept as real-world managers at managing inventory. Game participants are often students who may or may not have business experience, but are even less likely to have had inventory management experience. Even where game participants are managers, as with consulting or professional development programs or other training, there would still be a period of learning the game’s relevant parameters in contrast to PIMS managers who are very likely much further along the learning curve. (PIMS excluded businesses which were less than three years old. [Abell and Hammond, 1979, p. 291]) In short, stockouts almost certainly affect game sales (and profits) differently than PIMS sales (and profits).

There seems to be no ready remedy for this incomparability. It is possible that demand-before-stockouts rather than sales-after-stockouts is knowable in a game. Real-world companies might know when they have stocked out, but only very rarely would they know the extent of demand unmet. That is, they do not know by how much they stocked out. Thus, measuring market share using demand-before-stockouts in a game has no counterpart in the real world.

**INFEASIBILITY OF ESTIMATING PIMS PROFIT=f(MARKET SHARE)**

If the ostensible profit=f(market share) PIMS relationship or any other PIMS finding is to be used as a validation criterion for marketing games it must be feasible to estimate the game relationship in a way comparable to the way in which it is estimated in PIMS. Otherwise, if the relationship does not exist in the game or if it does exist in the game but in a form different from PIMS then the difference between the game and PIMS may simply due to estimation method, namely specification error, rather than to true invalidity.

“The most publicized use of the PIMS data is a regression which contains 37 independent variables...” (Anderson and Paine 1978, p. 602) The PIMS model is actually considerably more complex: “These 37 variables operate in a highly interactive way, being compounded into 58 separate cross-products or other combined terms.” (Schoeffler 1977, p. 111) “This profit level equation includes more than 60 terms composed of various combinations of 37 basic factors.” (Schoeffler, Buzzell, and Heany 1974, p. 140) Simply put, it is infeasible to the point of being inconceivable that any existing or foreseeably future marketing game would feature the same 37 variables and 58-plus terms as the basic PIMS model.

In fact, by Strategic Planning Institute policy, the major PIMS models are proprietary: “Our operating rules specify that the major models may not be published, but must remain proprietary to the companies whose experiences are included in the data base.” (Schoeffler 1977, p. 115). The major PIMS models may never enter the public domain to enable games to be validated against them.

**INVALIDITY OF F&W AND OTHER BIVARIATE ANALYSES**

F&W’s use of the simple Pearson correlation to estimate profit=f(market share) is an extreme example illustrating the well-known specification error described earlier. F&W’s Pearson correlation analysis is statistically equivalent to a simple bivariate regression model. Thus, F&W estimate the equivalent of a regression model containing one independent variable, not 37 independent variables, and also not containing any of the additional 21-plus interaction terms.

Other such bivariate “analyses” have been depicted in the form of 3 x 3 crosstabulations (Abell and Hammond 1979; Schoeffler 1977). However, Anderson and Paine (1978) correctly dismiss these depictions (and, thus, the analyses of F&W) with their eighth observation: “Analysis of independent variables in the absence of remaining model variables may lead to erroneous conclusions primarily due to problems of multicollinearity.” (p. 605) And “The ROI-explaining variables are highly multicollinear.” (Schoeffler 1977, p. 112) The depicted two-variable crosstabulations are just as invalid as the simple correlations of F&W.

**AN INVALID POPULATION PARAMETER AND AN INVALID STATISTICAL TEST**

F&W (2004, p. 334) test the following hypothesis:

H1: Market share and company earnings will be strongly and positively correlated (Pearson’s r > .5) in a simulation game competition.

The invalidity of bivariate, i.e., Pearson’s correlation, analysis has been established earlier. Whence comes the 0.5 correlation population parameter? In the PIMS context, F&W (2004, p. 334) state “...from the assertion by Buzzell and Gale (1987, p. 8) that market share and profitability are strongly correlated...” F&W (2004, p. 334) quantify “strongly correlated” as .5 by quoting “...Cohen and Cohen (1983, p. 61) who state that Pearson’s r values of .50 or more are considered ‘strong effect sizes’...” The logical progression, then, is that (1) Buzzell and Gale use the word “strongly,” (2) Cohen and Cohen characterized Pearson correlation values of 0.5 or more as strong, (3) therefore by “strongly” Buzzell and Gale meant a Pearson correlation of 0.5.

Closer examination of the statement by Buzzell and Gale *vis-a-vis* the statement by Cohen and Cohen reveals there is no support for the specification of 0.50 as a population parameter or as a benchmark for simulation game validation. In two fatal respects, it is clear that the use of the word “strongly” by Buzzell and Gale (1987, p. 8) is not at all in the context of Cohen and Cohen.

Continuing to quote from the same Buzzell and Gale paragraph, “Market share and profitability are strongly related...But when we take quality as well as *some 20 other*
market factors into account, market share still has a strong impact on profitability.” (1987, p. 8, italics added) Buzzell and Gale use the descriptors “strongly” and “strong” in the context of a 20-plus variable multivariate analysis. Page 61, the page cited by F&F, in Cohen and Cohen (1983) falls in their chapter titled, “Bivariate Correlation and Regression” (pp. 25-78, italics added) and their page 61 presentation, indeed, applies to the bivariate Pearson correlation. By incomplete and inaccurate reference to Buzzell and Gale (1987) and Cohen and Cohen (1983) and by invalid logic, F&W put forth a population parameter correlation value of 0.5 when there is no apparent basis for that value.

A second fatal flaw in the invalid logical progression of F&W is that Cohen and Gale (1983), in fact, do not use the word “strong” at all to describe bivariate correlation values of 0.50 or more; they use the word “large.” It is quite certain that Buzzell and Gale (1987) did not have in mind Cohen and Gale (1983) when they employed the words “strongly” and “strong.”

The point is not incidental. F&W prescribe a criterion against which marketing games might—should be validated. The profit=f(market share) relationship itself does not seem sufficiently valid to serve as a criterion. The illusion of rigor in specifying a bivariate correlation of 0.5 to achieve validity furthers what is a misdirection to game designers, users, and participants.

INVALID HYPOTHESIS TEST

The specific hypothesis posed by F&W (2004, p. 334) stipulates “Pearson’s r > .5” as the population correlation to be tested. F&W (2005, p. 268, note below Table 2) state that all eight of the correlation values are statistically significant with p-values less than 0.01. Yet the actual statistical test conducted by F&W via SPSS P.C. Version 10 (2005, p. 265) was not of a 0.5 population parameter, but of zero. All but one of the eight sample correlation values in Table 2 (2005, p. 268) are less than 0.5. Had F&W conducted the appropriate statistical test—a one-tailed test of a 0.5 population parameter—for seven of the eight tests p-values would have been greater than fifty percent. For seven of the eight tests, the theorized Pearson correlation of at least 0.5 would very conclusively have not been supported.

INVALID LEVELS OF AGGREGATION

F&W illustrate the application of the profit=f(market share) PIMS criterion using two simulation games: The Marketing Management Simulation (MMS) and Compete (Faria, Nulsen, and Roussos 1994). The MMS comprises four distinct product-market segments, each segment having a different sales-determining algorithm. Compete comprises three separate strategic business units. Yet for their analyses F&W combine data for the four MMS segments and combine data for the three Compete SBUs. This in itself is invalid vis-a-vis the PIMS definition of a business unit: “A business unit is defined as a division of the firm ‘selling a distinct set of products to an identifiable set of customers in competition with a well-defined set of competitors.’” (Jacobson and Aaker 1985, p. 13) And “…we say that each business unit in a company should have its own distinct, separate strategy…” (Buzzell and Gale 1987, p. 32)

Even more grossly, for one analysis F&W combined data for two distinct simulation games (2005, p. 335, third column of correlations in Table 1).

PIMS-INVALIDITY OF UNIT MARKET SHARE

In F&W’s application of the profit=f(market share) to the MMS and Compete, for the former game market share was defined in terms of dollars. For the latter game, “...the unit of analysis for market share in the Compete simulation game was units sold.” (F&W 2005, p. 335) However, PIMS measures the size of the “served market” and, thus, market share, in dollar sales (Abell and Hammond 1979, p. 310) and not in terms of unit sales. F&W attempted to PIMS-validate the Compete game against a criterion—unit market share—that does not exist in PIMS.

CONCLUSION

There is no denying the ambition and prominence of the PIMS project. At the very least, it has provided numerous provocative conceptual perspectives and a wealth of published empirical studies. Loose nomenclature notwithstanding, though, there is nothing “law like” about the profit=f(market share) relationship. To disqualify the profit=f(market share) relationship as a criterion for simulation game validation it is not necessary to prove that the relationship does not exist. It is only necessary to call into well-founded question its being a “universal law” (Abell and Hammond 1979, p. 275). Abundant and diverse evidence conclusively renders the profit=f(market share) criterion anything but necessary for simulation game validity. That invalid studies purporting PIMS-based validation criteria continue to be published and past invalid published studies left unretracted has major dysfunctional implications. Game designers may plan games toward invalid criteria, users of games may adopt specific games on bases of invalid criteria, and participants in games may gain invalid experience.
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